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LoglC and llloglC:

The Concept of the Metaphysical Satire of Jonathan Swift and Wyndham Lewis

Toshikazu Nakamura (中村敏和)

Introduction

lt has of加been said, though with less and less

effect, that ours is a satirical age. Almost nonsensically

repeating the same commmonp】ace over and over agaln,

we are at the same time conscious of lhe emptiness Of

our "satirical age." We know that ours is not a satirical

age in the sense that the eighteenth century was, even if

we do not admit it outspokenly. At a superficiallevel,

what has prevented our age from being truly satirical is,

paradoxically enough, the fact that a satiriCalsensibility

has become so prevalent that satire seems to have lost

the intensity it once possessed. This is confirmed by one

of the most skilful practitioners of aggressive satire of

the twentieth centuIy, Wyndham Lewis, who exclaims

at one time: HIndeed it could be said without

exaggeration that the present day is the Satirists'

paradise!H`l' Lewis's ironical exclamation here is

consiste】1t With his insistent attack elsewhere on the

"civilized" modem sensibility as opposed to his own

"primitive" aggressive impulse.

However, if we impute the fai】ure of our satirical

age to our modem sensibility, we will necessarily

Ignore most Of the problematics that are inherent in the

form of satire itself. These are the problematics that

tomented another more analytlCal mind of the

eighteenth century, Jonathan Swift. Both Swift and

Lewis were equally intent on exploiting the possibilities

of the fom of satire, which, as we will see 】ater on,

actually prevent the fulfilment of their satirical

impulses. What follows is thus an attempHo examine

the fom of satire and the way lt WOrks rather than its

content.

(i) The deTmition of satire

In ordinaIy discourse, we have 】iltle trouble with

the definition of satire, and we have even less trouble

emp】oylng Its adjectival fom, "satirical," to describe a

certain kind of writing. We feel that the definition of the

adjective is more pliable and therefore applicable to

wrltmgS that are not properly called satire, but this fact

implies that the definition of satire is not sufficiently

circumscribed to designate a particular kind of writing.

Lewis was well aware that no traditional definition was

adequate to describe the new schools of satire of the

modernperiod and undertook to redefine the term

himself.

ln fact, satire curiOusly resists precise definition. ln

the third essay of Anatomy of Criticism, Northrop Frye

deals with irony and satire together under l九e heading of

"the mythos of winter." After loosely defining the

central pnnciple of ironic myth as a parody of romance,

he makes a curious distinction between irony and satire:

The chief distinction between irony and satire is

that satire is militant irony: its moral noms are

relatively clear, and it assumes standards against

which the grotesque and absurd are measured. Sheer

invective or name-Calling ("flyting") is satire in

which there is relatively 】itt】e irony: on the other

hand, whenever a reader is not sure what the author's

attitude is or what his own is supposed to be, We

have irony with relatively little satire･'2'

FⅣe's distinction is obviously ambiguous. He defines

satire merely as "militant irony" and is forced to employ

the curious phrase, "satiric irony," in the following

passage. According to him, satire is distinguished from

irony ln two respects: firstly, lt involves relatively clear

moral noms, and secondly, it allows less ambiguity in

the author's attitl】de. In other words, satire is "direct''
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irony with clear "moral" norms･ But this definition is

obviously defective, because both directness and

morality are the two characteristics that are supposed to

be excluded from irony. Therefore, it is more

reasonable to suspectthat satire is the negation of irony,

and if it is, satire co汀eSpOnds to what Fワe associates

withthe alazon or an impostor, as opposed to the

eiron.{3'The alazon is characterized by a lack of

self-knowledge which is often pushed to the degree of

obsession. His lack of self-knowledge prevents him

from freely distantiatlng himself from his own

statements like the eiron, andtherefore his statements

are expected to involve his own moral judgements･

However, the analogy seems to become dubious

here, because the alazon is not tlSually supposed to be

endowed with a sense of morality that would support

the authenticity of his judgements. He is rather similar

to the tragic hero whoruins himself because of his own

self-deceptlOn in the end:

The tragic hero usually belongs of course to the

alazon group, an impostor in the sensethat he is

self-deceived or made dizzy by hybris. In many

tragedies he begins as a semi-divine figure, at least

in his own eyes, and then an inexorable dialectic sets

to work which separates the divine pretence from the

human actuality ･'4'

The tragic hero is often endowed　with　supreme

authority, but as the divine pretence is separated from

the human actuality, he proves to be a burlesque figure

inthe end. Such a burlesque figure may seem to have

little connection with satire, but it actually corresponds

to the situation in which ancient satirists found

themselves when satire was transfomed fmm mag】c

into art. In The PoweT･ ofSaiire, Robert C. Elliott argues

that pnmitive satire was not at all moralistic･ There was

a popular belief that the words employed by primitive

satirists could "kill." But maglC is founded on belief, So

once the magical power of satire was called into

question, the gap between "their pretentions and their

essential impotence" reduced them to objects of

ridicule･'5'The satirist exposed toridicule is what Elliott

calls the "satirist satirized" in his discussion of the great

misanthropes, and it is obvious that it is a variation of

the alazon.

Therefore, the alazon or the satirist satirized seems

to neatly circumscribe the definition of satire･ Though

Frye dealswith irony and satire under the same heading

and considers them more or less similar to each other,

they are completely different. While the ironist freely

distantiates himself from his own statements, the satirist

is not allowed to use the same prerogative, because he

depends on the　allegedly maglCal power of his

statements. The ironist gains an advantage over others

by his ironical self-consciouslleSS, that is, by his

distance from his own statements. In other words, his

strength lies in the factthat he "knows" more than

others, and his statements are mere pretexts he uses in

order to gain an advantage over them. On the other

hand, the satirist uses no pretext, and his statements are

at once his means and his ends. However, the directness

of his statements necessarily puts him in a cmious

situation from which he is noHo escape as long as he

remains a satirist. That is whythe theme of the satirist

satirized repeatedly appears in traditionalas well as

modem satire and constitutes a basic condition every

satirist has to deal with in his own way.

(ii) Satire and the satirist satirized

Elliott shows thaHhe theme of the satirist satirized

derives from lhe ongln Of satire. Since satire was

separated from its magical orlgln, Satirists have had to

make up fortheir essential impotence by some other

means that would replace　the magiCal　Power of

prlmitive satire. Satire became more strictly conditioned

by the relationship between the satiristand societythan

it had been in the primitive world, and satirists were

expected to write "apologies" by which they expressed

their allegiance to society. However, their status in

society remained essentially dubious and often

approachedthat of the satirist satirized.

Elliott provides a valuable discussion on the

ambivalent position of the satirist in society. Onthe

basis of his examination of the histoⅣ of satire, he

claims thatthe satirist is basically "a true conservative"

who "operates withinthe established framework of
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what his society accepts as rational) as the standard

against which to judge the folly he sees." liowever, he

describes in the followlng passage the curiously

alienated state of the satirist in society in spite of his

apparent confomity:

Despite society's doubts about the character of the

satirist, there may develop a feeling that in its general

application his work has some tnlth in it- or the

feeling that other people maythink that it has some

truth in it. Individuals who recognlZe Characteristics

of themselves in the objects of attack cannot afford to

acknowledge the identity even privately. So they may

rewardthe satirist as proof of piebT, While inwardly

they fear him･`6'

The status of the satirist may seem ambivalent, but the

ambivalence is on the part of society towards the

satirist. Thoughthere is hostilibT tOthe satirist on the

part of society, it is checked and supressed by a kind of

"ironical" self-consciousness. Those who "recognlZe…

themselves in the object of satire do not actually

"acknowledge" the fact of their recognltlOn, because

satire is a kind of "trap." But the harmfulfunction of

the trap remains merely insidious untilthey dare to

acknowledge some truthin it. TheyknOw very well that

it is dangerous to acknowledge the fact of　their

recognition, 50 ti一ey reward the satirist "as proof of their

piety." When this false piety has become so general that

noもody dare to dismiss his satire any more, the satirist

finally establishes himself as a conservative.

Therefore, the satiristalways tums out to be a

conservative inthe end, whether he actually conforms

to the nonns of society or not.Aslong as he remains a

conservative in society, his satire merely appeals to

what society accepts as rational and does no real ham

to anybody. The way society supresses and domesticates

the power of satire here is essentially "ironical,"

because those who publicly reward the satirist pnvately

distantiate themselves from their statements and even

from their consciousness. In other words, society orthe

eiTOnalienates the satirist or the alazon and makes him

impotent by ironical self-consciousness.
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However, Elliott's interpretation is peculiarly at

oddswith the onglnal passage from Swift on which it is

obviously founded. His misinterpretation seems to be

caused by a confusion between irony and satire,though

Swift himself did not confuse them. Inthe preface to

The Baiile of the Books, Swift compares satire to a sort

of glass:

Saiire is a sort of glass, wherein beholders do

generally discover everybody 's face but their own;

which is ike chief reason for thai kind of reception ii

meeis in the world, and thai so vefyfew are oHended

wiih ii.(7)

As long as we readthis passage literally, it is impossible

to find even the slightest touch of irony in it. The literal

meanmg Of this passage exactly co汀eSpOnds to what

Swift actually intends to convey,andthereforethere is

no supernuous self-Consciousness preserved somewhere

behind it. It is obvious that beholders who look into the

glass simply do not "see" their own faces in it and do

not pretend not to seethem. The use of the glass is qulte

relevant here, becausethe two-dimensional images in

the glass symbolize the "extemal" methods of satire as

opposed to the intemal ones of irony. However, the

most subversive imphcation of the passage concems the

sheer extemality of satire itself.

The meaning Ofthe passage is twofold. At a

superficial level, the beholders who discover

everybody's face but their own arethose who are

satirized by the satirist, and they are doubly satirized by

him because of their unawareness of being satirized. ln

this case,也e satirist and the reader share the same

perspective and can freely satirize anybody but

themselves by tacit agreement. This is qulte Simple.

However, is it not possiblethat the face mlSSlng in the

glass isthe face of the satiriSt himself who firmly

believes in the truth of his satire? Is this passage not a

further example of the theme of the satirist satirized?

As the perspective sha托d by the satirist and the

reader is essentially harmless to both, We must take

account of the possibility of another perspective which

is completely different from the other perspectives

involved inthe passage. This perspective is hidden from
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all the people inthe passage including the satirist,

because nobody actually looks from it. EveIybody

understands that otherpeople are satirized by the satirist

but curiOusly exempts himself from his attack.Asa

result, nobody is actually aware that he is satirized

himself. In other words, though eveIybody believes in

the tnユth of his satire, or, since eveⅣbody believes in it,

his satire is completely lost on them. Therefore, his

satire does no real harm to anybody in the end, but not

in the way Elliott describes. According to his argument,

those who are satirized by the satirist are not "publicly"

offended but pnvately fear the satirist. However, we

insist that they are not even "prlVately" offended,

because they do not even know thaHhey are satirized

themselves. The difference here is greater than it might

seem, for, in the latter case, the satirist is completely

neglected. The perspective hidden even from the satirist

is this, in which it is the satirist himself who is most

relentlessly satirized. Those who are satirized by the

satirist in fact satirize him, though they do not know

thaHhey do so. So this perspective does not finaHy

belong either to the satirist or to those who are satirized

by him. It is rather imposed on the satirist by the

unawareness of others being satirized by him. In this

perspective, the satirist is more relentlessly satirized

than those who are satirized by him, because it is not he

buHhey who actually embody the reason and justice of

society.

Elliott insists on the ambivalent position of the

satirist in society, but the passage quoted above shows

thaHhe satirist is finally neglected and alienated from

society. Even if the satirist believes that reason and

Justice are on his side, that means nothing, because

social reason and social justice are always on the side of

society. But what is even more perplexlng than that is

the factthat the reason and justice of the satirist and

those of his society are apparently finally identical in

eveIy respect. This identity makes him confront a

curious dilemma: the more the satirist appeals to the

sense of reason and justice of society, the more

alienated he finds himself from it. 1n other words, his

whole effort results in making him appear even more

alienated from society than those who are actually

excluded from it. Probably, what Swift implicitly

satirizes is the curiously alienated state of the satirist

who is inescapably caught up ln a Perspective imposed

on him by the uncomprehending lack of awareness of

society.

For these reasons, then, it seems reasonable to read

the passage quoted above as the most extreme example

of the theme of the satirist satirized. In a sense, the

satirist caught up ln the dilemma is more relentlessly

satirized than the prlmitive satirisl deprived of the

maglCal power of satire, and moreover, he is not to

escape from it as long as he remains a satirist. In fact,

this dilemma is inherent in the fom of satire itself, and

that is why the satirist satirized has remained such a

privileged theme of satire. The dilemma has weakened

and deteriorated the power of satire in most cases, to be

sure, but in some rare cases, it has urged some satirists

to invent an even more aggressive satire whose lack of

morality makes it comparable to pnmitive maglC.

(iii) WyndhamLewiS'S theoIT Of satire

ln splte Of the great amount of satirical wntlngS

produced in the twentieth centuIy, Satire as an

independent mode of literature has llOt received much

attention･ This is partly because an ironical sensibility

has obscured almost eveⅣthing that is inconsistent with

the indirect methods of irony. Swift once wrote in his

letter to Alexander Pope that the chief end of his

wntlngS Was Hto vex the world rather than to divert it･M`8'

Many attempts have been made to read these words

ironically by distinguishing their ironical implication

from their literal meanlng, but if we lⅣ to be faithfu一 to

the definiton of satire, it is obvious that we should read

them literally.Asa matter of fact, what has embarrassed

those who have attempted to theorize satire is the

ineradicable negatlVlty inherent in a cellain kind of

satire. In "The Irony of Swift," F. R. Leavis reaches one

of those peculiarly paradoxical conclusions in which

such attempts have resulted:

We have, then, in his wntlngS Probably the most

remarkable expression of negative feelings and

attitudes that literature can offer- the spectacle of

creative powers (the paradoxical description seems



right) exhibited consistently in negation and

reJeCti om`9'

For LeaviS, Swift's wntlngS are nothing morethan a

"spectacle of c托ative powers" without positive content.

However, the spectacle of negativity exactly

corresponds to what Lewis considers the basic condition

of the greatest satire, that is, the negation of morality.

Because of the undereslimation of satire in general,

Lewis also has long been an obscure figure, es;)ecially

compared with his contemporary modemists. But in fact

he possessed an except】onally onglna】 view of literature

and elaborated a radically new theory of satire.

Rejectlng the moralistic aspect of traditional satire, he

insists that the greatest satire is "non-moral."Ashe

often emphasizes the outside as opposed to the inside of

things, his satire deprived of morality necessarily

assumes that it is imitating the objective methods of

naturalscience: "Satire in reality often is nothing else

but ike iruih- the truth, in fact, of NaturalScience."('8'

Such external, "scientific" methods are consistent with

his obsessional insistence on personality, which is

particularly opposed to the theory of "depersonal-

ization… elaborated by T. S. Eliot and his followers. ln

his discussion on Eliot, he quotes a famous passage

from Eliot's HTradition and the lndividualTalentn:

What is lo be insisted upon is thaHhe poet must

deve】Op or procure the consciousness of the past and

that he should continue to develop this consciousness

throughout his career.

What happens is a continuous surrender of

himself as he is at the moment to something which is

more valuable. The progress of an artist is a continual

self-sacrifice, a continual extinction of personality･`11'

Eliot insists thaHhe poet must develop the historical

sense of the tradition to which he belongs and sacrifice

his personality in order to make his mind a

depersonalized receptacle for feelings. However, Lewis

argues that Eliot's depersonalization is in fact an

inverted theory of "pseudo-belief" which takes the place

of belief. ln other words, the depersonalized subject of

the poet devoid of personal emotions is a perfect
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pseudo-believer who serves nothing but his own

practical ends･`12'

Lewis's depreciation of pseudo-belief shows that

his　theory of satire is particularly opposed to the

disguise of personality, that is, irony. For him,

personality has nothing to do with the free choice that

allows the pseudo-believer to become everything but

himself. While every choice is essentially arbitrary for

the pseudo-believer, the extemal, "scientific" methods

of satire led Lewis to invent a paradoxical notion of

personality, where eveヮ choice is …inevitable." This

notion is Ingeniously formulated in his theory of "satire

for its own sake":

But how can satire stand without the moral

sanction? you may ask. For satire can only exist in

contrasi to something else- it is a shadow, and an

ugly shadow aHhat, of some perfection.日. it is my

belief that "satire" for its own Sake- as much as

anything else for its own sake- is possible: and that

even the most virtuous and welトproportioned of men

is only a shadow, after all, of some perfection; a

shadow of an imperfect,and hence an Hugly,〟 sort･(J3'

Lewis compares satire to an ugly shadow of some

perfection, and if so, satire is only a disagreeable option

for artistic expression. But his argument does not stop

there and proceeds to suggest the most extreme vision

of the world. If even the most perfect men are only

shadows of some superior kind of perfection, that is, if

all men are only shadows, then satire is no 】onger a

disagreeable option, but it is the only possible choice. ln

other words, even the most perfect men can become

objects of a certain kind of satire that has reached the

most extreme degree of "scientific"perfection.

Traditional satire is only an ugly shadow of some

peげection and exposes the discrepancy between the

perfect image and the shadow in order to co汀eCt a

deviation from perfection. In such cases, the perfection

in contrast to which the shadow exists is seen as morally

Justifiable and the shadow is only relatively inferior to

the perfect image. ln LewiS's satire, however,

everything is finally reduced to a shadow, and the

perfection in contrast to which it exists is never
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attained, because the shadow is infinitely inferior to the

imagined perfect image. Since the perfection is not

justifiable either morally or otherwise, satire for its own

sake has nothing but its own impulse to sustain itself.

The choice made by the satirist at　the outset is

inevitable, and once the choice is made, his satire is

restricted by nothing but its own insatiable impulse

which infinitely tries to regress from the perfection set

up aHhe outset･(14'

Therefore, personality finally seems to be replaced

by the infinitely regressive impulse of satire which is

absolutized and extemalized to the utmost degree. This

apparently anonymous impulse is, however, paradox-

ically enough, what Lewis calls personality. Therefore,

the insistence on personality and the extemal,

"scientific" methods of satire finally seem to be fused

intothe infinitely regressive impulse of satire for its

own sake. The regressive impulse pushed to the

ultimate degree of extemali身is embodied in "tragic

laughter" which Lewis regards as the medium of true

satire:

Laughier is the medium employed, certainly, but

there is laughter and laughter. That of tnle Satire is as

it were tragic laughter. It is not a genialguffaw nor

the titillations provoked by a harmless entertainer. lt

is tragic, if a thing can be "tragic" without pity and

te汀Or, and it seems to me it camH≦'

Tragic laughter is its own incentive, and laughter is

always succeeded by nothing but laughter. We usually

applythe word "tragic" tothe object that is laughed at,

but it is laughter that is said to be tragic here. While a

tragic object causes pity and terror in the minds of those

who look at it, tragic laughter me托ly causes the infinite

sense of the traglC. It is the nihilistic impulse which

made Swift write that his chief end was to vex the

world, and therefore it is also the embodiment of the

negativity which embarrassed Leavis.

In fact, the nihilistic impulse of tragic laughter

exactly corresponds to the cmiously alienated state of

the satirist in socie身described above, and that is why

Lewis's dilemma is actually inherent inthe form of

satire itself. Lewis himself was obviously aware of the

paradoxicalnature of satire for its own sake or what he

also called "a metaphysical satire":

lt is a time, evidently, ln Which homo animal ridens

is accentuating- for his deep purposes no doubt, and

in response to adverse conditions - his dangerous,

philosophic, "god-like" prerogative -　that wild

nihilism that is a function of reason and of which his

laughter is the characteristic expression.... And that

is why, by stretching a polnt, nO more, We Can

without exaggeration write satire for art- notthe

moralist satire directed at agiven society, but a

metaphysical satire occupiedwith mankind･`16'

It is doub血ュ whether satire is really a "god-like"

prerogative, for, as Lewis himself admits, it is a

function of essentially paradoxical reason. Thoughhe

insists that satire should be non-moral, the extemal,

"scientific" methods of satire for its own sake curiously

depend on reason, for, according to him, tragic laughter

is nothing but a function of reason. Traditional satire

also appeals to reason, but what marks his departure

from traditional　satire is the fact that he considers

reason essentially paradoxical. In other words, laughter

is not based on merely illoglCal chaos, but it is in fact

fimly based on paradoxical reason which is strictly

"logical" in appearance. Therefore, reason is greatly to

be laughed at by itself, becausethe sense of the absurd

is increased by the absurdity of reason itself. lnthis

sense, it is quite reasonable to saythat laughter is

reaSOll.

(iv) Satire is reason.

Frye's superb definition of irony showsthat it

essentially depends on the deliberate manlpu】ation of

consciousness, which Lewis simply calls pseudo-belief.

On the other hand, satire has more to dowith reason

and its pnmary attribute, that is, logic, and Lewis even

confidently declaresthat "where there is iruih to life

there is satire."()7) His reference to　the word

"metaphysical" suggests that his satire deals with

something like the abstract notions of logic. In The Apes

of God, he makes one of the characters say:
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PoetⅣ etc.一must be sufficiently removed from the

real world so lhat no character from the one could

under any circumstances enter the other (the situation

imagined by Pirandello), without the anomaly being

apparent at once- -
))(16)

For Lewis, characters created by art are no more than

pure abstractions and therefore ngorously govemed by

reason, even if reason itse】f is paradoxical. We usually

consider reason the most abstract ability of mankind,

and if so, these extemal, "scientific" methods of satire

may seem inconsistentwith such an abstract ability.

However, reason as opposed to consciousness is in a

sense the most extemal, "scientific" aspect of mankind,

and the abstract notions of logic are comparable to what

Lewis calls the以ossature乃:

To putthis matter in a mtshell, it is the shell of

the animal that the plastically一minded artist will

prefer. The ossature is my favourite part of a living

animal organism, not its intestines･`19'

The ossature is obviously different from mere external

appearance. lt rather suggests something　rigid and

innexible that sustains and articulates the squashy

content, but in fact it is even m()re than that. The

ossature actually represents something negative that

cannot be fully articulated, just as reason and loglC

represent something essentially paradoxical for Lewis.

Logic as well as reasonalso plays an extremely

problematic role in Swift's wrltlngS. In "The

Houyhnhnms, the Yahoos, and the HistoⅣ of Ideas," R.

S. Crane describes Swift's attitude towards orthodox

logic by picking up the apparently trivial names in his

letter and traclngthem to the loglC textbooks of his

time. In his famous letter to Pope, Swift writes:

But pnnclpally I hate and detest that animal called

man, a一though l heartily love John, Peter, Thomas

and so forth. This is the system upon which I have

govemed myself many years (but do not tell) and so I

sha】l go on till I have done with them. I have got
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materials towards a treatise proving the falsity of that

definition animal rationale; and to show it should be

only raiionis capax. Upon this great foundation of

misanthropy (thoughnot Timon's manner) the whole

building of my travels is erected: And 1 never will

have peace of mind till all honest men are of my

op】nlOn: by consequence you are to embrace it

immediately and procure that all who deserve my

esteem may do so too. The matter is so clear that it

will admit little dispute. Nay Iwill hold a hundred

pounds that you and I agree inthe point･`20'

According to Crane, the three names Swift mentions in

this letter appear in the same order as individual

specimens of man in the loglC textbook composed by

Narcissus Marsh. On the ground of this discove町, he

insiststhat the definition afu'mal rationale which Swift

disapproves here is the "sacred definition" of the

orthodox loglC teXtbooks･(21' However, if he does

actually disapprove it,the latter part of the letter

becomes almost incomprehensible. If he considers man

merely raiionis capax, then how can he expect thatal1

honest men will immediately agree with him on the

matter? He seems to disapprove the sacred definition of

man, but the loglC Of the letter implicitly presupposes

the same definition. In other words, though he seems to

replace one definitionwith another, he actually confuses

the 】og】c itself which sustains his argument.

Asa matter of fact, Swift's writings often seem to

end up foregrounding their loglC at the expense of their

content. For him, style was obviously a matter of

paramount importance. Samuel Johnson ironically

describes Swift's plain style in LJives of ike English

Poets:

The easy and safe conveyance of meaning it was

Swift's desire to attain, and for having attained he

deseⅣes praise, though perhaps not the highest

praise. For purposes merely didactick, when

something lS tO be told that was notknown before, it

isthe best mode, but agalnSt that inattention by

which known truths are suffered to lie neglected it

makes no provision; it instructs, but does not

persuade A(22'
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Distingushing between instruction and persuasion,

Johnson suggests that Swift's plain style is

double-edged･ He emphasizes the Heasy and safe

conveyance of meaning" which Swift has admirably

attained, but such a style necessarily tends to be

didactic. Swift always deals with his subject matter as if

it were evidenHo his readers as well as to himself, and

the easy conveyance of meanlng, Which requlreS nO

commentary, allows him safely to neglect the content of

his subject matter. In other words, instruction always

falls short of persuasion･ What we can expect from

Swift is merely therigorously didactic style which

govems the meaningful content of his wntlngS, and

identifying himselfwith his own style, he finally

relinquishes even the small residue of his own

consciousness which is involved in the attempt to

instruct. What is left is not the ironical self-

Consciousness which the ironist retains behind his own

statements, but the pure loglC Which sustains and finally

undemines the argument of the letter quoted above.

However, how is it possible that pure logic, Which

is considered the most abstract thing of all, can in fact

be illogical? We tend to believe that we can safely

abstract logic from the meaningful content it govems,

but what is really problematic is in fact the false

relationship between loglC and content which we

presuppose in our consciousness･ Logic is usually

considered the govemlng pnnCiple or, if we use Lewis's

favourite tem, the "ossature" which sustains the content

of our thoughts, and in the same way, we usually

suppose that the rules of a game regulate and

circumscribe the violence of instinctive aggression. In

this sense, it is interestlng thaHhose who consider satire

"controlled aggression" often compare iHo a game. In

"Aggression and Satire: Art Considered as a F0- of

Biolog】cal Adaptation," AIvin B. Keman says that satire

is "a combination of an i汀ational emotion, hostility,

which is nomally repressed, and of a certain flashing,

brilliant play of rationality." Though the combination of

the rational and the imtional may seem similar to

Lewis's definition of satire, it is in fact no more than a

variation of the traditional defillition. He continues:

The situation would be much like that in a game in

which violent and potentially destnlCtive energleS are

released, but released in the reassunngly controlled

circumstances of game -rules, boundaries, referees,

time limit - which prevent any disastrous kiHing

outcome.(23)

When Keman says that rules and so forth "prevent any

disastrous killing outcome," he implicitly assumes that

they are something extemal to the consciousness of

those who release "violent and potentially destructive

energleS." However, he neglects the fact that the nユles

can assert themselves only when those who release

these energies "voluntarily" obey them, and he expects

that those who release their energleS, Which are

essentially destructive in themselves, simultaneously

obey the nユles. In other words, he presupposes a kind of

ironical self-Consciousness in those who play the game.

Though Keman's argument is defective, lt provides

a valuable insight into the nature of logic. Just as the

rules of a game are sustained by the self-Consciousness

of those who play the game, loglC is also sustained by

self-consciousness, because logic Safely asserts itself

only when it is sufficiently distanced from therigorous,

absolute function of purely abstract loglC. In fact, what

makes Swift's letter quoted above such a bewildering

pleCe Of wrltlng is the lack of self-consciousness, and

when loglC is no longer sustained by self-consciousness,

it begins to assert itself more and more ngorously･ '24)

However, even such purely abstract loglC Seems tO find

a peculiarly paradoxical solution in Lewis's notion of

art as pure game. While Keman emphasizes the control

of aggression, Lewis merely lnSists on enterlng 】ntO "the

spirit of the side-taking":

Enter into the spirit of the game- such, under

co汀eCtion, is what I recommend; enter fully Into the

spirit of the side-taking and itwill become a game for

you (in the sense indicated above)- a game in which

there is only onerule: namely, that you must place

yourself on the side to which you belong- and fWi

romantically masquerade as a black if you are a white

(as D. H. Lawrence did)‥ ‥ You play at being

yourself- and so you are yourself; it is quite
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unnecessary to play at being anybody elso to be

completely the artist･'25'

Since the game i貞no more than side-taking, there is no

right side or wrong side in the game, and it does not

matter on which side we place ourselves. However, the

only rule, which Lewis obviously considers essential to

the game, is extremely paradoxical. According to this

rule, thoughboth sides are equallyright, there is aright

side and a wrong side for each of us, and therefore we

must place ourselves on the side to which each of us

"belong." In other words, the spirit of the side-taking lS

preceded by our "identity." However, identity is a

particularly problematic matter with Lewis, for it is

firmly based on a peculiarly logical procedure. For him,

identity has nothing to do withessence or anything

preseⅣed in our consciousness. It is rather comparable

to a game, and our identity can assert itself only whe】1

we "play at being ourselves.''But his logic is obviolJSly

paradoxical, because we will never become ourselves

umil we play at being ourselves, while we cannot play

at being ourselves until we have become ourselves.

Therefore, we become ourselves only when we are

sufficiently conscious of our identity whi】e at the same

time we are unconscious of it when we play at being

ourselves. In other words, our identity is at once "real"

and "unreal.''

Such a paradoxical situatioll reminds us of what

George Orwell calls doublethink in Nineteen

Eighb/-Four. It is described in the imaginary book

entitled The Theo7y and Practice of Oligarchical

Colleciivism :

Doubleihink means the power of holding two

contradictory beliefs in one'Smind simultaneously,

and accepting bothof them. The Party intellectual

knows in which direction his memories must be

altered; he therefore knows that he is playlng tricks

with reality; but by the exercise of doublethink he

also satisfies himself that reality is not violated. The

process has to be conscious, or it would not be

carried outwith sufficient precision, but it also has to

be unconscious, or it would bringwith it a feeling of

falsity and hence of guilt･'26'

It is obviously impossible to exercise doublethink

actually ln Our consciousness. The book finally tums

out to be written by the Pany intellectuals, and O'Brien,

one of the Pany intellectuals who collaborated in

wntlng it, tells Winston, who was arrested for

thoughtcrime, that what the book says is true as

descnptlOn but essentiallyall nonsense･'27'In other

words, the logic Of the book is true, but its content is

nonsense. DoubZeihink can be described with

sufficiently reassunng logic, but it cannot be actually

exercised. LewiS's notion of identity drives us to the

same dilemma, and by his train of loglC, We Can lleVer

become ourselves. In both cases, loglC Seems

sufficiently reassuring, but it does not actually sustain

the content it govems. This fact implies that logic is

actually sustained by a self-Consciousness which

distances itself from it, and therefore logic tumS into the

most perverse "illogiC" when it is no longer sustained

by self-consciousness.

However, such perverse illoglC is, paradoxically

enough, the privileged means of satire. Swift'S "A

Digression concemlng the Original, the Use, and

Improvement of Madness in a Commonwealth"

provides another illustrative example in this respect. In

a welトknown passage, he glVeS an Obviously

paradoxical definition of happiness:

For, if we take an examination of what is generally

understood by happiness, aS it has respect either to

the understanding orthe senses, we shall findall its

properties and adjuncts will herdunder this short

definition: that ii is a perpetual posSeSSion of being

well deceived.(28)

Swift ingeniously equates happlneSS With　what is

generally supposed to be its opposite. According to this

definition, the essential condition of happlneSS is that

the definition is never revealed tothose who enjoy it,

and when it is revealed to them, their happiness Will be

completely destroyed. In other words, as long as they

enjoy happlneSS, they can never llnderstand that they are

happy, and therefore the defirlition is useless to those

who try to attain the state ofhapplneSS. lt is as it were a
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"sacred definition of happiness" which serves nothing

but always remains true as description. lf we try to put

it to use in order to attain the state of happiness, We

must simultaneously exercise doubleihink and erasethe

knowledge of it after we have successfully attained the

state of happiness, ht it is obviously lmPOSSible･ The

definition is not necessarily illogical in itself, but when

we try to put it to use, the sacred logiCthat sustains it

turns into the most perverse illogiC.`29)

Swift depreciates the sacred definition animal

raiionaleof the orthodox logic textbooksinthe letter

quoted above. Probably, this is because he knew that

such a sacred definition could not successfully define

anything, much less human beings, who are govemed

by the most illogical thing ofal1, that is, reason. He

considered reason essentially illogical, but aHhe same

time he freely exploited allthe possibilities of the

illoglC On Which reason is founded. For both Swift and

Lewis, reason was a matter of paramount importance on

which they believed the whole "metaphysical" existence

of human beings was founded, and in this sense, We can

safely conclude that tileir satire was reason

ConchlSion

After satire was deprived of its role as pnmitive

magic, there was nothingthat could prevent the satirist

from being satirized in society. Gul1iver'Smisanthropy

is not merely a caricature of a deranged mind, but it is

in fact a reflection of the potential fate which awaits

every satirist. Many conventional satirists have appealed

to reason in order to escape from this fate, but for those

satirists who have discoveredthat reason is essentially

illogical, it is nothing but folly to appeal to it. Swift and

Lewis found completely different solutions to the

problem, which led them to invent what we may think

of as　"metaphysical"　satire. However, their

metaphysical solution does not imply thatthey finally

accepted　misanthropy as their inevitable fate and

confine themselves to metaphysical　Speculation.

Foregrounding the illogiCalmechanism of reason, they

rather show how ngorously it govems the physical as

well as metaphysical existence of human beings. The

impeccable reason of the Houyhnhnms, who are wholly

govemed by reason, is described as follows:

Neither is Reason among them a Point problematical

aswith us, where Men can argue withPlausibility on

both Sides of a Question; but strikes you　with

immediate Conviction; as it must needs do where it is

not mlngled, obscured, Or discoloured by Passion and

I nterest. (30)

Orwell considers　the fourth voyage of GulliveT's

Travels "a picture of an anarchistic society, not

govemed by law in the ordinary sense, but by the

dictates of 'Reason', which are voluntarily accepted by

everyone･n'30 But Swift seems to have believed that

anarchy was the potential destination of the illogical

mechanism of reason, which blindly drives itself to its

own destruction. As Leavis points out, Swift's satire is
uconditioned by frustration and constriction･n'32'Butthe

frustrated and constricted impulses of the metaphysical

satirists paradoxically enabled them to producethe most

dicem1ng Pictures of the essentiallyperverse existence

of human beings･(33'
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